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Integration Weekly Meeting Minutes Dec 20, 2017
Agenda: 

Amsterdam maintenance release test automation for vFW/vDNS (Marco/Jerry)
vCPE Beijing release plan (Kang)
VoLTE Beijing release plan (Chengli or Yang)
Followup of the discussion from last meeting on S3P testing preparation (Ran and others)

Minutes:

Jerry/Marco: vFW/vDNS lifecycle automation is working, but not consistent. Closed loop part is not working because Policy rules are not 
preloaded.
Kang: vCPE in Beijing release will support change management, fully test of lifecycle, multi-cloud deployment, and a few more things to add after 
new year. 
Marco: would like to see vCPE demo video
Helen: add more test cases for existing and new features with release milestones; 
Yang: In Beijing release, priorities of CMCC lab will be given to use case test automation and auto scaling feature. Other features like S3P, 
change management, PNF will be secondary. 
Ran: would like to see VoLTE demo video
Helen: add test cases with release milestones
Ran: Robot framework plugin support for performance testing, also ask Jerry to give a tutorial on Robot framework.  Jerry will find out what he had 
done before to push load into system.
Ran: suggested Jacoco tool to scan check-ins. Have talked to LF and will bring to TSC to discuss
Andrew: dummy VNF to support performance testing and VNF interfaces (VES reporting and Netconf). Can also possibly use OPNFV sample 
VNF
Ran: some submitted code is not reviewed on time because reviewers may think someone else is taking care of it, can PTL help to assign code 
review to someone if review is not done on time. Gary said anyone can subscribe to any project change.   
Jimmy asked for resource to test k8s scalability during holidays, Ran suggested him to contact Michael O'Brien. 
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